Robust.
We’ve made some big calls. We’ve done the hard yards.
We’re ready to meet the challenges.

TOURISM HOLDINGS LIMITED

SHAREHOLDER Annual REVIEW

2013

Strong.
We’ve added new markets and new brands and, as the largest
motorhome fleet operator in the world, are now a much more powerful
force to confront the challenges of the market.
And with the substantial intellectual property we’ve gained from our
enthusiastic and knowledgeable merger partners, we are already seeing
the benefits.
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Highlights

The New Zealand rentals
merger is already
bearing fruit.

3.8m

$

Reported net profit after tax (NPAT) at 3.8 million in line with market
guidance of $3-4 million

58m

36m

0 hours

$

$

Earnings Before Interest Tax and Depreciation

Net Debt reduced $36 million to $120 million

(EbitDA)

from 1 November 2012 to 30 June 2013

Systems downtime in merger switch over

$

4,172

489,000

Total revenue increase over prior year

Total number of motorhomes

Total customers served FY2013

87%

4.5m

Road Bear new fleet in 2013

Visits to our websites in FY2013

25m
6.5m

$

Road Bear, thl’s US motorhome business contribution
to EBIT

2

HIGHLIGHTS

Key Financials

241m

$

Total book value of motorhomes

4

“thl is a much stronger company as a result [of
the merger]. The rationalisation of the New Zealand
rental fleet is on track. We have consolidated
the three businesses’ back-office operations,
the infrastructure and the capital invested
in the business.”

cents
per share

Dividend paid in the financial year

Outgoing chairman Keith Smith

30 june 2013

30 june 2012

30 june 2011

30 june 2010

158

156

145

141

Sales of goods

67

44

41

41

Total revenue

225

200

186

182

Gross profit

163

158

148

148

–

–

(26)

–

IN NZD Millions

Sales of services

Impairment of goodwill (non cash)

Notes

(148)

(142)

(144)

(138)

Operating profit before financing costs (EBIT)

15

16

(22)

10

EBITDA

58

61

47

49

4

4

(27)

5

42

22

(49)

34

Total equity

160

156

155

182

Total funds employed

330

295

320

266

Capital expenditure

137

83

129

59

2.4%

2.6%

(12.3%)

2.8%

3.6

4.4

(27.9)

5.1

4

2

2

2

47%

43%

44%

20%

Other expenses

Net profit after tax (NPAT)
Operating cash flow

Return on average equity
Basic earnings per share (cps)
Dividends per share (cents)
Debt/debt + equity ratio (excluding intangible assets)

This document in conjunction with the Annual Financial Statements constitutes the 2013 Annual Report to shareholders
of Tourism Holdings Limited.
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THE BUSINESS At a glance

thl is a New Zealand company with an international
outlook. Our home may be in New Zealand, yet our
operations and markets cover both northern and
southern hemispheres with customer source
markets drawn from over 150 countries.
TOTAL BUsinesses: Income

224.6m

279.6m

14.6m

$

$

$

Revenue

EBIT

Net assets

94.6m

173.9m

$

6.8m

$

$

nz

nz

nz

86.8m

71.8m

$

1.3m

$

$

Au

Au

Au

33.9m

$

6.5m

43.2m

$

$

us

us

us

NETHERLANDS
DENMARK
SWEDEN

UNITED KINGDOM

BELGIUM

IRELAND

SWITZERLAND
GERMANY

JAPAN

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

KOREA

SPAIN

ITALY

CHINA

SINGAPORE

86.8m

$

Franchise partner
AUSTRALIA
New Zealand
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Business At a glance

94.6m

$

Economic Value of Campervan Industry
to NZ Tourism Industry1

486m

$

Total expenditure

448m

38m

$

$

International spend1

Domestic spend 2

63,930
Total campervan hires

53,710

10,220

Internationals hired
campervans

Domestics hired
campervans

991,180
Total hire days
CANADA

900,360 90,820

43.2m

$

UNITED STATES

International hire days

Domestic hire days

8.2
Average number of region’s visited

16.8 days 8.9 days
Internationals staying

Domestics staying

$3,519
Average additional spend per adult
KEY
top twenty
Source markets
Turnover by
operating country

1

 nderstanding the Value Created by Campervan Tourists in
U
New Zealand, written by Jennie Coker, Covec Ltd, October 2012.

2

Spend by campervan occupants is inclusive of GST and excludes
expenditure on international airfares.

Note: Similar research is currently underway to understand economic
impact of the campervan industry in the Australian Tourism context.
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Chairman’s address Rob Campbell

thl strategic
decisions
delivering results.
To the Shareholders

On behalf of the directors, I present the
Shareholder Annual Review for the year
ending 30 June 2013.

As incoming Chairman of the company
I look forward to taking the opportunity
in November to discuss the results
and direction of the company at the
Annual Meeting.
The highlight of the year was the
strategic decision to facilitate the merger
of thl’s New Zealand’s rentals with
United Campervans and KEA Campers
which has to date been a success and has
delivered to the goals.
The result for FY2013 was also in line
with the market guidance and we have a
positive outlook for the future.
Motorhome bookings for the
New Zealand summer season are
shaping up well. Our US operation, now
in the midst of its high season, continues
to deliver excellent results and the New
Zealand tourism operations including
Kiwi Experience and Waitomo Caves are
performing steadily. Our Australian
business faces tough trading conditions,
but restructuring programmes are
positioning it for the future.
The immediate task ahead of the
business is to improve earnings further
to levels which are commensurate with
asset value and trading potential. The
board and management are committed
to this continuing process.

6

Corporate Governance
The board announced at the 2012
annual meeting a review of the board
composition. During the last financial
year Kay Howe, David Neidhart and
I have all joined the board replacing
John Bongard, Rick Christie and
Deepak Gupta, who all retired from the
board at various times during the year.
I was appointed by the board to the role
of Chairman effective 29 August 2013,
following a thorough succession
planning and appointment process. The
outgoing Chairman, Keith Smith, will
remain as a non-executive director until
the annual meeting in November 2013.
I look forward to acknowledging Keith’s
service to the organisation at that time.
We are optimistic about the year ahead
and I am looking forward to leading
the company in its next phase
of development.
Group Performance
Group revenue for the year to 30 June
2013 rose 12% from $200 million to
$225 million while group earnings for
continuing operations before interest
and tax fell from $16.3 million to $14.6
million. The merger of the New Zealand
rentals business contributed $4.5 million,
while the uplift in operating earnings in

Chairman’s ADDRESS

the New Zealand tourism businesses and
Road Bear in the US contributed a
combined $1.0 million to group earnings.
However, these gains were offset by a
$2.7 million reduction in earnings in the
Australian business. In addition to this
the prior year benefited from an
estimated $4.5 million contribution to
EBIT from a lift in vehicle rentals due to
the Rugby World Cup. The EBIT result is
short of the forecasts given at the time of
the merger largely due to earnings in
Australia falling well short of forecasts.
Group debt was below the target set at
the time of the merger if you remove
the value of the Hamilton building
which has not yet sold.
The CEO commentary will provide
a broader update on the business
outlook and the details of the
divisional performance.
In short, we acknowledge the success of
the US business, are content the tourism
businesses are achieving a reasonable
return, remain focused on continuing
the growth in New Zealand post the
consolidation, and are very focused on
the required changes in Australia to
dramatically improve the ROI through
more effective management of both the
funds employed and earnings.

$

14.6m 100

%

Operating Profit Before Financing Costs and Tax (EBIT)

New Zealand merger with KEA Campers & United Campervans

of $14.6 million in line with guidance

fully implemented

Up

Strong

Strong US result and positive growth

Forward bookings for the New Zealand high season

in the current high season

Dividend
Reflecting the board’s confidence in
thl’s outlook, the directors have declared
a final dividend of 2 cents per share,
taking total dividends for the year to
4 cents per share. This pay-out continues
a consistent record of pay-outs since
dividends recommenced in March 2012.
Board and Management Focus
There has been significant change
within thl over the past few years and
the board and management are focused
on ensuring those efforts now deliver an
increased return on funds employed.
The merger in New Zealand has been
significant and, whilst delivering to date,
remains a high priority for management
to ensure sustainable growth.
Clearly managing the difficult trading
environment in Australia and addressing
the low return on funds in that business
is a significant focus.

2c
Final dividend of 2 cents per share,
making total for year of 4 cents per share

The board would like to acknowledge
the efforts of the thl crew in both the
parts of the business that are performing
and those that have managed significant
change to bring us on the journey
to success.
Annual Meeting
The Annual Shareholders’ Meeting will
be held on Wednesday 27th November
2013, at the Heritage Hotel in Auckland.
The Notice of Meeting and explanatory
notes will be forwarded to the
shareholders separately to this report.

CHAIRMAN Rob Campbell

Crew
As incoming Chairman I have been
fortunate to meet many, but not
everyone, in the business. I look forward
to working with the crew in greater
depth into the future.

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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The strategy

Getting it right.
There have been several bold strategic decisions over the past few years within
thl and the last two significant steps have delivered to the set objectives.
The move into the USA with the purchase of Road Bear was always going to be a
challenge for any New Zealand company but the business has delivered well beyond
its Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and continues to show growth.
The New Zealand rentals merger in the last 12 months has also delivered to the
set objectives and positioned the business for the future in what has been a very
difficult market.

Debt and Balance Sheet Strength

160m

$

Total equity held in the business

Throughout many situations thl has managed the
balance sheet effectively with a clear goal of protecting
shareholders assets regardless of the market environment.
Over the past twelve months we have met the targets
set for debt levels if the sale of the Hamilton building is
excluded and we have a strong commitment to continue
reducing debt over the coming twelve months.
 e expect debt to be between $100 - $110 million by
W
June 2014.
 e have continued to pay dividends and in the last
W
12 months paying 4 cents per share which has meant a
gross dividend yield of over 9% (assuming a share price of
circa 0.61c as it was at the results release date).
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THE Strategy

Forecasts and Growth

Outlook is for growth
in revenue and earnings

 s indicated the outlook is seen as positive
A
by the company.
 ew Zealand rentals looking for double digit rental hire
N
growth in FY2014.
 SA rentals confident of rental revenue growth with
U
the high season nearly complete.
Tourism businesses are expected to be stable.
 ustralia is expected to achieve some EBIT growth based
A
on cost improvements.
Debt targeted to reduce as indicated.
 half year forecast will be provided at the Annual
A
Meeting in November.

Design | Manufacture | VEHICLE Sales

The move to creating competitive advantage in design
has been deliberate and fruitful.
 uild cost reduction continues to be a key focus and
B
a key performance indicator for the business.
The Mighty Jackpot camper launched last year has had
very positive customer reviews.
The new KEA KQ series has just launched this year and
has received very positive reviews.
The RV Super Centre in Albany Auckland has been
a success to date. The site has quickly become a true
destination shopping centre for RV enthusiasts and
newcomers alike.

Acquisition and Merger

Within thl we recognise that we are “restless”. We are
never content with the performance and continually
assess the categories and markets we operate within.
Over the history of thl we have exited product where
required and acquired businesses as appropriate.
I n December 2010 we purchased Road Bear RV Rentals
and Sales in the USA. This business has grown earnings
in excess of 100% since the acquisition date to June 2013.
I n February 2012 we created a joint venture with
Kea Manufacturing to form RV Manufacturing Group,
the largest motorhome manufacturer in New Zealand.
I n November 2012 we merged the United Campervans
and KEA Campers businesses with the thl New Zealand
rentals business.
These acquisitions have led thl to become the largest
motorhome rentals operator in the world based on
thl market estimates.

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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CEO’s Address Grant Webster

thl delivering
our goals.
To the Shareholders

It is pleasing to be able to report the significant
and bold strategic decisions made over the past
two and a half years of entering the USA and the
New Zealand rentals merger are delivering
the expected results.
Within this shareholder’s report we have
a focus on the merger and an overview on
the developing face of thl as we combine
the strength and history of thl with the
owner operator mindset we have gained
with Kay Howe, Grant Brady and
Daniel Schneider, the previous owners
of United, KEA and Road Bear, now all
operating within the business.
The premise behind the merger in
New Zealand rentals was to create cost
synergies and leverage the infrastructure
within the thl business. We have
succeeded in that goal.
Outgoing Chairman Keith Smith said
recently, “thl is a much stronger
company as a result. The rationalisation
of the New Zealand rental fleet is on
track. We have consolidated the three
businesses’ back-office operations and
service centres and the capital invested
in the business.”
From a results perspective we remained
within our market guidance.
Revenue from continuing operations in
the 12 months to 30 June 2013 grew 12%
to $225 million from $200 million in the
prior year. EBIT decreased 10% from
$16.3 million to $14.6 million, while net
profit after tax from continuing
operations fell 16% to $3.8 million.

It is important to note that the results for
the 2013 financial year are not directly
comparable to the prior year due to a
number of one-off factors. Notably, the
group result includes a $4.5 million EBIT
contribution from KEA Campers and United
Campervans and $1.4 million of merger
costs. The prior year benefited from an
estimated one-off $4.5 million EBIT
contribution from the Rugby World Cup.
We have also faced very challenging
trading conditions in Australia. Demand is
still weak due to the combination of
continuing economic difficulties in core
European markets and a relatively high
Australian dollar during the financial
year under review.
thl has delivered a very credible result.
We are bearing up to the challenging
market conditions we face and continue
to take action to position the business for
the future and notably building Return
on Funds Employed (ROFE) and finding
new ways to leverage the current
infrastructure.
Financial Position and Capital
Expenditure
thl’s balance sheet is in strong shape.
Net debt stands at $120 million. This
was $5.0 million higher than forecast in
February with the major reason for the

difference being that our building
in Hamilton, valued at $7.0 million,
remains unsold. Excluding this building,
debt is within the range forecast at the
time of the merger.
We are now looking to secure a longterm lease over the building, including a
potential split lease which the premises
is well suited for.
Fleet sales generated cash of $67 million
against a merged forecast of $71 million.
Fleet renewal including the purchase of
the United and KEA businesses was
$138 million which was less than the
$150 million forecast at the time of
the merger.
For the forthcoming year, only the
US fleet is expected to grow while
reductions will continue in the
Australian and New Zealand markets.
Capital expenditure is forecast to be
between $75 million and $85 million
with fleet sales forecast to be between
$55 million and $65 million. As a result we
expect strong operating cash flow to allow
net debt to fall to between $100 million
and $110 million by the end of FY2014.
Outlook
We are confident today in providing
likely the most positive outlook statement
for the company in the past few years.
cont>
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cEO’s Address

Operational review

$225m

12 %

Revenue to 30 June 2013 grew to $225 million from $200 million

Revenue increase from 2012

in the prior year

-10%

$

$

EBIT decreased

Net debt stands at $120 million

Fleet sales generated

75-80m

120m
55-65m

67m
100-110m

$

$

$

Capital expenditure forecast for FY2014

Fleet sales forecast for FY2014

Net debt forecast for 30 June 2014

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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CEO’s Address Grant Webster

Operating profit (ebit) vs last year $m

0.8
0.2

4.5

4.5

2.7

EBIT $m 2nd six months comparison

EBIT FY2013

au rentals

rwc impact

usa road bear

NZ rentals inc.
merger benefits

14.6

Tourism group

EBIT FY2012

16.3

Net Debt $m

5
6 months to jun 2012

156
nov 2012

9
6 months to jun 2013

120
jun 2013
115
target jun 2013
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cEO’s Address

capital expenditure $m

Fleet sales $m

75
jun 2012

40
jun 2012

138
jun 2013

67
jun 2013

80
F/c jun 2014

60
F/c jun 2014

Rentals CWIP for 2015
Rentals nz MERGER
rentals nz

rentals nz

rentals au

rentals au

rentals us

rentals us

Following the significant strategic initiatives
of the last few years the focus of the
business going forward is to continue to lift
the group’s ROFE through on-going cost
reductions and vehicle rationalisation as
well as creating demand within the category.
A recent easing in the New Zealand and
Australian dollars against those of our
core inbound tourism markets should
bolster demand rebound over the
coming year.
Whilst it is too early to provide any
confirmation of the half or full year
profit expectations, based on the early
bookings, which represent circa 25% of
the high season bookings, we would
expect New Zealand rentals to see
double digit growth in hires. At this
point it is too early to see bookings
translate to strong growth in yield as
competition remains strong. Longer
term, the reduction in industry capacity
in the market should underpin earnings
growth in the coming years to achieve
acceptable returns.
Demand for Australian rentals remains
subdued, with forward bookings
showing lower total booking numbers
and shorter stays. There is evidence
Australia is now seen as an expensive
destination for visitors and this

perception may take some time to shake
despite the recent drop in the Australian
dollar. We expect revenue to fall but
operating earnings should improve as the
fleet is rationalised and we reduce costs.
The US is well through the 2013 calendar
year high season and is showing revenue
growth in line with expectations.
Vehicle sales in FY2013 are considered
unusually high and are unlikely to be
repeated in FY2014. Given the return on
funds in that business we are confident a
small drop in vehicles sales will have
little impact to the thl result.
The New Zealand tourism businesses are
showing growth in arrivals including
positive growth to Waitomo from the
China market. Kiwi Experience has a
new coach contract and will look to
provide customers with a newer fleet
proposition whilst still improving the
EBIT result and ROFE.
Meanwhile, the RVMG joint venture
manufacturing business has produced
the new KEA product in line with
budgeted cost expectations and
production volumes are in line with
forecast thus also creating growth for
the next half year.
A forecast for the half year will be
provided at the Annual Meeting once

the high season booking period is
more certain.
Crew
The thl crew continue to develop and
we have now completed stage one of a
leadership development programme with
the majority of the senior leadership team.
We expect to see the business results
improve through a continued focus on
designing a customer centric crew
environment that grows personal
accountability to deliver
to all stakeholders.
The merger took an enormous
amount of time and effort for many
of the crew and the transition was
swift and significant.
On behalf of the company I would like to
thank everyone involved, it was a big year.
I look forward to reporting on our
progress and next steps at the annual
meeting in November.

chief executive officer GRANT WEBSTER

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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The merger The benefits anD the people

The merger.
success factors

The 2012 merger with KEA and United
was planned and designed to win from
the start. It was a key part of our strategy.
The new thl is an amalgamation and
consolidation of industry-leading
capability and a triumph of integration
involving meticulous project
management of ICT, property,
people and processes.

Design approach

It’s a philosophy, a process and a discipline we apply in our
business. We put ourselves in the position of our customers
to understand fully their experience and to look for ways of
making it better. Joining together the complementary strengths
of thl’s and kea’s design disciplines and technologies is already
delivering benefits and provides a very strong foundation for the
future. We are always learning and always looking to improve.

14

ICT & Property

Sustainability

An infrastructure built for growth and built to lead the
industry. The merger deal was completed on 31st October
and from day one, 1st November, both the kea and
United businesses transitioned seamlessly to our system.
Bookings, vehicle positioning, customer details, customer
communications and pick-up and drop-offs are now managed
from four national sites compared to seven previously.

All three entities had existing strong commitments to
environmental sustainability, clear in the knowledge that the
beautiful landscape in which we operate provides the backdrop
for why our customers choose to visit New Zealand. The merger
ensured that alignment of initiatives powered by the three
companies were harnessed to look toward future steps in both
environmental sustainable initiatives and community projects.

THE MERGER

Culture

Target benefit

122m

$

Debt level (excluding the

Achieved to date (8 months)

120m

$

Hamilton building)

0.8m

$

0.7m

$

0.9m

$

2.0m

$

$

Property synergies and overheads
Dirk Saager,
Cairns Branch Manager

0.8m

Liz Lindsay,
Brand Manager

It takes people to make things happen. Our merger was
enabled through the enthusiasm and spirit of all the crew
at thl joined by the supportive people at kea and United.
From the front line teams who made it happen for the customers
to the project management team to the contact centre booking
consultants, every employee from all three merged entities
showed outstanding dedication to ensuring the day-to-day
implementation ran smoothly.

$

Fleet capacity rationalisation

0.7m

House of brands

$

Labour synergies

$

Back office synergies

Our customers seek out our high-quality brands. We know
that visitors from our different markets prefer different
brands. Now, with the strongest and most competitive brands
in the same stable, thl is in a commanding position to retain
those brand franchises while consolidating the ‘back office’
infrastructures for marked efficiency improvements.

0.8m
2.0m

Fully operational delivery
to customers on day 1

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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The merger The benefits anD the people

The power of one.
thl today is a union of four of the most competitive
motorhome operations in the world. As a result
we are estimated to be the largest operator of
motorhome rentals globally.

Grant Webster (CEO)

“As a company, we have been able to
embrance owner-operator passion.”

Our strength is not just about size. It is the significant
achievement in integrating the best of two worlds;
corporate gravitas and owner-operator mindset.
In the past two to three years, thl’s strategy has seen
the acquisition of Road Bear in the US and the merger
in New Zealand with KEA Campers and United
Campervans. Four industry leaders now work together
as one. Each brings unique capability and a passion for
the industry in the newly fortified business: thl, with
its proven infrastructure, balance sheet, brands and
corporate disciplines, risk management, heritage, scale
and ICT and process capabilities; and the champions of
their own operations – Daniel Schneider (Road Bear),
Grant Brady (KEA Campers) and Kay Howe
(United Campervans).

16

THE MERGER

GRANT BRADY

“Our passion at KEA was to be
totally customer centric and
to lead in product design and
manufacturing.”
All parties had their own strengths. Now leading
the design and manufacturing business for the
group, we have taken the best of both methodologies
– KEA technology and interior design IP and the
Maui designed RV’s exterior excellence – to create
unbeatable motorhome products purposely designed
for the New Zealand and Australian environments.

DANIEL SCHNEIDER

“I have enjoyed being able to share
my 20+ years’ experience in the
industry with the crew at thl.
Together I can see the business
growth potential being realised.”
I was an owner of Road Bear for over 10 years. Our
success has been our focus on a ‘lean and simple’
approach to driving the best in fleet management –
a quality product delivered seamlessly – vehicle sales
and capital asset management. Grant and the thl
team had a clear intent to retain this success criteria
when they purchased Road Bear in December 2010
and it remains in play today.

KAY HOWE

“Excellent campervans, excellent
people – an excellent holiday in
our beautiful land.”

That was our philosophy. Achieving this was twofold – building strong authentic partnerships with
our trade customers and thus their customers, and
our focus on quality controls. This DNA of United
and our 30 plus years’ experience in the motorhome
industry is closely aligned with where thl is
heading in addition to the thl purpose of creating
unforgettable holidays.

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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The divisional
summary.
Each business operates in a different economic environment with
differing demand profiles. In addition, they are all at varying stages
of business development and profit performance.
The following is a snapshot of each of those areas.
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New Zealand Rentals
Australia Rentals
united states Rentals

Tourism businesses

RV Manufacture
Vehicle sales

Self drive experiences

Guided experiences

Design & Manufacture

Operations

OPERATIONS NEW ZEALAND RENTALS

TOTAL TURNOVER

Realigned and
reoriented for
success.
The merger of thl’s New Zealand rentals business with
KEA Campers and United Campervans has been a resounding
success. The focus of the merger was to reduce costs and
this goal has been achieved. Total funds employed in the
business increased following the merger due to the enlarged fleet.
However, the return on these funds increased considerably
compared to expectations for FY2013 pre the merger.

EBIT

5.5m

$

Net funds employed

128m

$

Return on average funds employed

5%

NZ Rentals fleet size
1550

1501

2500

2210

1952

nov 2012

jun 2013

f/c jun 2014

New Zealand rentals market
capacity
Our plan of ‘parking-up’ fleet to allow
an orderly reduction in fleet numbers
has worked effectively with stored
units ready for the coming high
season. Over the year we sold
432 units at expected margins.
Fleet rationalisation continues in
an orderly fashion.

32.9%

jun 2012

A key initiative of the merger was the
launch of the RV Super Centre in Albany
Auckland, and it is delivering on its
objective to be the destination for all
things associated with RVs and
motorhomes in New Zealand. It has the
manufacturing business on site as well
as facilities for overnight camping, a
retail shop and the best motorhome and
caravan service centre in the country.
A project has commenced in
Christchurch to relocate sites with the
existing site being redeveloped by the
Christchurch Airport.

Percent of total TURNOVER

jun 2011

The New Zealand business also
completed a number of initiatives
focused on realigning resources to lift
ROFE during the year. Our car rentals
business has now been outsourced to a
third party supplier. This allows thl to
continue to create a broader self-drive
offer whilst focusing on the campervan
and motorhome capital base.
We have reviewed all brands and fleet
categories and are reducing fleet categories
by four. We have also discontinued the
“Econo” brand which has been merged
with Mighty Campers. A further
review will be conducted during the
next 12 months.
During the year, our Mighty value brand
moved to an on-line self-service model.
Customers check in prior to picking up
their camper and pack and unpack their
own vehicle. When customers check in
on-line prior to the arrival at the depot,
their average collection time from arrival to
departure is 10 minutes and this improves
branch efficiency.
The new Queenstown branch completed
its first full year of operation and it has
achieved critical cost savings through
the in-house workshop operation.
Customer feedback and on-road
assistance in this part of New Zealand
has been exceptional.

73.8m

$

tourism hOldings lImited Shareholder annual Review 2013
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OPERATIONS AUSTRALIA RENTALS

TOTAL TURNOVER

22% reduction in
funds employed.
Tough market.
Trading in Australia remains tough due to continuing
tight economic conditions particularly from the core
European inbound tourist markets and the strength of
the Australian dollar during the year under review.

86.8m

$

Percent of total TURNOVER

38.6%
EBIT

1.3m

$

Net funds employed

72m

$

Return on average funds employed

2%

1749

1593

1421

1352

jun 2013

f/c jun 2014

Operations

AU Rentals fleet size

jun 2012
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service for our dealer network to meet
more bespoke customer needs.
We expect the new Kea KQ series four
and six berth product to be well received
in the private ownership market over
the next year.
Costs increased over the year reflecting
our utilisation of a proportion of the KEA
Australia fleet under short-term operating
leases following its receivership at the
end of the last financial year. Those leases
have now expired and combined with
reductions in other operating costs being
implemented will deliver a significant
drop in total costs during FY2014.
Australia will remain tough in the coming
year. Our focus will be to continue the
transition to a lower cost business model
and we expect this to drive improvements
in ROFE. In August a new General
Manager, Matthew Harvey, commenced,
bringing with him the capability to
drive this transition.

jun 2011

Total revenue fell by 1% to $86.8 million.
Rental revenue fell 5% to $67 million
from $70 million due to fewer tourists
and lower yields. Vehicle sales were up
from $17.6 million to $20.1 million and
sales margins remained stable. EBIT was
well below expectations at $1.3 million
compared to the prior year’s result of
$4.0 million due to these effects. Based
on a review of current cost structures
the Australian operation is bearing a
higher proportion of group support costs
which reflects services provided by the
group to Australia. These charges are
included in the operating result.
Over the last year we have made good
progress in reducing the capital base of
the business. We reduced the net funds
employed in the business by 22% from
$92 million to $72 million.
The vehicle sales market has strong
underlying fundamentals and should
continue to grow into the future. The
aging population and demand for more
active holiday adventures both fit well
with the RV lifestyle.
Today thl offers a broader range of
vehicle ages and product types for sale
in the Australia market. The Melbourne
factory facility now offers a refurbishment

OPERATIONS UNITED STATES RENTALS

TOTAL TURNOVER

20% ROFE.
Amazing result with
continued growth.
Our US operation continues to deliver on the
promise it showed when we acquired the business
in December 2010 and we retain a very positive
outlook for the future.

43.2 m

$

Percent of total TURNOVER

19.2%
EBIT

6.5m

$

Net funds employed

34m

$

Return on average funds employed

20%

US Rentals fleet size
474

554

541

575

jun 2012

jun 2013

f/c jun 2014

We also launched the Britz brand in the
US at the tourism trade event IPW (held
annually in the US) in a deliberate effort
to target Australian visitors, who are not
familiar with the Road Bear brand.
The introduction of this brand provides
a strong platform for growth into the
future with a brand that resonates with
customers in both Australia and
New Zealand. The fleet size for Britz
will be accommodated within the growth
plans for the business so no unplanned
capital expenditure will be incurred. The
launch has been well received by the
target customer segments.
As a business we have been very
fortunate to retain the expertise of
Daniel Schneider over the past few
years. To enable Daniel to continue to
focus on growth and assistance within
the broader business we have appointed
Hannes Rosskopf as Chief Operating
Officer of Road Bear.
The outlook for tourism growth for
the US remains strong aided by the
ongoing growth of the BRAND USA
campaigns across the globe.

jun 2011

Road Bear’s revenue rose to $43 million
with fleet sales being 60% of the total.
Fleet sales revenue increased 42% over
the prior year and rentals revenue
increased 7%. Road Bear is positioned to
bring both the best of the used RVs on
the market and a very credible near new
alternative to a new vehicle.
During the year we sold 518 vehicles, up
44% from the 359 sold in 2012. This is
due to the emerging US economic recovery
and a shortage of second-hand vehicles
following a contraction in new vehicle
sales during the Global Financial Crisis.
Road Bear continues to be a market
leader in new fleet with 87% of the fleet
on hand at June purchased since
January 2013.
EBIT increased 14% from $5.7 million
to $6.5 million. The result also includes
Road Bear receiving a charge for Group
Support costs. Total funds employed in
the US business increased from $30
million to $34 million at 30 June 2013.
As operating costs were controlled
and revenue increased, ROFE increased
over the year to 20%.
During the year we opened a new
branch in Orlando, Florida, a major
tourist gateway to the south east of the
US. The branch is meeting expectations.
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OPERATIONS TOURISM BUSINESSES

TOTAL TURNOVER

Glad to be part of an
exciting sector.
The tourism businesses delivered a steady
performance with an EBIT of $4.0 million,
up 5% on last year. Revenue was slightly down
on the prior year at $20.7 million compared to
$21.5 million.

20.7m

$

Percent of total TURNOVER

9.2%
EBIT

4.0m

$

Net funds employed

28m

$

Return on funds employed

14%

The Waitomo attraction is performing
well and pleasingly it is making steady
progress with the Chinese inbound
market. We expect ongoing growth over
the coming year as penetration into this
fast growing market continues.
The Black Odyssey product was
successfully launched during the year
and provides another boost of adrenalin
for the adventure customers that visit
the area.
New product development opportunities
for the region will continue to be explored
over the coming year to continue to create
more reasons for customers to visit from
international markets and more reasons
for domestic customers to return again.
2014 will see the 125th anniversary of
cave tours for the Waitomo Glowworm
Caves reinforcing the iconic nature of
the experience in New Zealand’s tourism
history and future.
We expect ongoing revenue and EBIT
growth from the broader Waitomo
business in the coming year.
The Kiwi Experience coach business
again delivered a return on funds
employed well above the group’s cost
of capital with no increase in the
minimal funds employed.
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Operations

The business will turn 25 years young
during the coming financial year,
reinforcing the power the brand has
in the core European youth markets.
A new contract for coach supply was
signed just after the financial year end.
This will enable a steady introduction
of new coaches into the Kiwi Experience
fleet improving the environmental
footprint of the business, providing
customers with a refreshed product
and providing the business with a
better bottom line.
The fixed assets held in this business
are minimal and thus the return on
funds employed significantly exceeds
the companies cost of capital. We have
expectations of a further improvement
in EBIT this coming year with no capital
expenditure of note.

OPERATIONS
andGROUP
sales
OPERATIONS Manufacturing
RV Manufacturing

Done
the hard yards
Preparing
now
forfuture.
the rewards.
for the
Manufacturing and sales

thl’s share of the manufacturing joint venture loss
Lorporeiuntis
abori
venti
doluptiorio
aut atum
was $1.4 million.
The
result
included aditnumber
of
quatur,
velit lam fugiatur,
con nume
one off exerferis
items andaut
a slowdown
of production
post the
doloreic
tem fuga.
Odit
fuga. Aqui
voluption
et rewith
New Zealand
rentals
merger
which
was aligned
esequia
velluptat
volutas qui
sanienistis
nullabo.
the objective
to rationalise
fleet
numbers.

The move from Hamilton to the
Albany site for the core motorhome
manufacturing was completed and
the building remains available for lease
and/or sale.
During the year the joint venture
released a new range of KEA products.
The development of the new KEA KQ
Series which includes new layouts and
features was launched over the last six
months and is already attracting positive
reviews from motorhome journalists.
The new Kea vehicles will enter the
rentals fleet in New Zealand and
Australia in October 2013 and be
available for sale in the private
market in 2014.
The success of this vehicle is a
demonstration how the merger has
benefited from the strengths of thl
and KEA manufacturing technologies.
We have a positive expectation for the
business earnings in the coming year.

Within the joint venture Action Motor
Bodies continues to develop further
Intellectual Property and expertise in
the specialist vehicle market and in
particular the emergency services
vehicle market. The St John relationship
continues to develop and provides a
good platform for the future of Action
Motor Bodies.
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thl directory

Directors

Executives

Rob Campbell
Chairman

Grant Webster
Chief Executive Officer

Graeme Bowker
Non Executive Director

Ian Lewington
Chief Financial Officer

Kay Howe
Non Executive Director

Grant Brady
Managing Director
RV Manufacturing Group

David Neidhart
Non Executive Director
Keith Smith
Non Executive Director
Graeme Wong
Non Executive Director

General Manager
New Zealand Vehicle Sales
Nicole Edgerton
General Manager
Strategic Projects
Quinton Hall
Chief Information Officer

Matthew Harvey
General Manager
Australian Operations
Mike Horne
General Manager
New Zealand Rentals
Operations
Kate Meldrum
General Manager
Marketing and Customer
Experience
Daniel Schneider
CEO & President
Road Bear RV Rentals
& Sales

Auditors

Share Registrar

PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Auckland

Link Market Services
PO Box 384, Ashburton

Solicitors
Minter Ellison Rudd Watts,
Auckland

Tel: +64 3 308 8887
Fax: +64 3 308 1311

Bankers
Westpac
New Zealand Limited
Westpac Banking
Corporation
ANZ Bank
New Zealand Limited

Sue Sullivan
General Manager
Sales

thl Brands

Contact

Rentals
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Tourism operations

New Zealand
36 Richard Pearse Drive,
Mangere, Private Bag 92 133,
Auckand 1142
New Zealand

United States
Road Bear RV Rentals &
Sales, 28404 Roadside
Drive, Agora Hills, CA
91301

Waitomo Group
39 Waitomo Caves Road,
Private Bag 501,
Otorohanga 3940,
New Zealand

Tel: +64 9 255 3910

Tel: +1 818 865 2925

Tel: +64 7 878 8227

Fax: +64 9 255 0629

Fax: +1 818 991 2744

Fax: +64 7 878 8858

Australia
Central West Business Park,
Building 2, 9 Ashley Street,
Braybrook VIC 3019
PO Box 4194,
Footscray West D.C
Footscray West VIC 3012,
Australia

www.roadbearrv.com

www.waitomo.com

www.keacampers.com

www.blackwaterrafting.co.nz

www.maui-rentals.com

www.ruakuri.co.nz

www.britz.com

Kiwi Experience
85 Beach Road, Auckland
1010, New Zealand

www.mightycampers.com
www.campervan.co.nz

Tel: +64 9 336 4286

Tel: +61 3 8398 8800

Fax: +64 9 366 1374

Fax: +61 3 9687 4522

www.kiwiexperience.com

Directory

Overseas
representation offices
Germany
Tel: +49 89 7257 9550
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7193 3518
Group Support Services
The Beach House, Level 1
83 Beach Road, Auckland
City, PO Box 4293,
Shortland Street, Auckland
1140, New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 336 4299
Fax: +64 9 309 9269
www.thlonline.com

Associated companies
RV Manufacturing Group LP
169 Bush Road, Albany 0632
New Zealand
www.rvsupercentre.co.nz
Action Motor Bodies
32 Kaimiro Street,
Te Rapa Hamilton 3241,
New Zealand
Tel: +64 7 850 2410
www.actionmotorbodies.co.nz
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